The theoretical model is fully developed and the test rig is designed for the measurements of microwave parameters of unclad and laminated dielectric substrates. The geometry of the electromagnetic field in the resonator allows dielectric measurements with electric field component orthogonal to the sample surface. The test rig was completely automatized for measurements of the following parameters: (i) dielectric constant (ε) of the dielectric substrate in the range from 2 to 10, (ii) loss tangent (tanδ) of the dielectric substrate in the range from 10 -4 to 10 -2 , and (iii) microwave ohmic loss at the interface between the metal layer and the dielectric material in the range from 0.01 Ω to 0.2 Ω. Measurements for a number of commonly-used microwave PCB materials were performed in the frequency range from 30 to 40 GHz and over a temperature range from -50 0 C to +70 0 C.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that until comparatively recently microwave and millimetre wave technologies have been predominantly exploited in military applications because of the high cost of componentry. Due to advances in telecommunications over the last decade, however, the cost of components operating at frequencies around 5 GHz and below has been dramatically reduced. Industry observers predict that the same dramatic reduction in component cost will happen in the frequency band below 100 GHz over the next ten years as a result of developments in semiconductor high-frequency electronics, new compact antennas, and advances in integrated circuits (MMICs). This process will be catalysed by such emerging high-volume industrial applications as:
• 77 GHz standard for car anti-collision systems;
• 40 Gb/s optical telecom equipment, and
• "millimetre wave" high-speed point-to-point wireless links for local and metropolitan networks and broadband Internet access (30-and 40-GHz bands in Europe and 70-, 80-, and 90-GHz bands in the USA).
Essential parameters needed for the efficient design of integrated microwave circuits are dielectric properties, the degree of passive inter-modulation, and the microwave copper resistance of the PCB substrate on which the active elements are mounted. As components are increasingly miniaturised and frequencies increased, the need for accurate low-loss dielectric measurements of substrate materials increases.
Simultaneously thinner substrates with low permittivity are used for higher wiring density and smaller embedded passive circuit elements. Accurate dielectric measurement methods are needed for MMIC design both for the minimisation of crosstalk and the characterisation of propagation speed. The measurement of the properties of thin materials presents a particular challenge in that uncertainties in thickness of the specimen directly translate into uncertainties in dielectric parameters.
Microwave PCB materials are usually composite materials and may be anisotropic. The composites usually consist of a mixture of plastics and ceramics, together with reinforcing materials. The degree of anisotropy in permittivity for normal and in-plane orientations of the electric field could reach 5% for fibre PTFE/glass composites and might exceed 20% for Woven PTFE/Glass materials [4] . In any measurement technique the structure of the incident electromagnetic field should be similar to the operating field in a real microstrip or microwave printed circuit. Most PCBs operate with electric field primarily normal to the plane of the sheet. An incident electromagnetic field should therefore have an electric field component orthogonal to the sample surface.
The properties of copper laminated PCB materials are well understood at the frequencies below 10GHz where they are widely used. The established microstrip test standard IPC-TM-650 can be used for dielectric measurements below 10 GHz. The test uses an imaged resonator pattern on an actual PCB substrate [10] .
The resonance frequency, bandwidth and electrical length are used to determine the dielectric parameters of the board material. However, the high radiation loss of the resonator pattern reduces the sensitivity of the test method. Microstrip-based tests do not allow the dielectric and ohmic losses to be measured separately.
Microwave losses due to the copper surface resistance are taken into account by using table values for copper resistance, which are applicable only for an ideally flat copper surface. The non-reproducibility of the rig connection impedance at millimetre wave frequencies limits the accuracy of this method. Microstrip testing is also very time consuming even if dielectric parameters are measured at frequencies below 10 GHz. At higher frequencies this type of test becomes impractical because of the increasing difficulty of optimising the probe gap for microwave measurements.
Dielectric measurement methods at frequencies below and above 10 GHz can also be based on the use of a microwave bulk resonator. Resonant measurement methods represent the most accurate way of obtaining dielectric constant and loss tangent with unclad thin materials, -which are just inserted inside the cavity. The high value of the unloaded quality factor 0 Q of the bulk resonator enables measurements of the smallest losses in the test materials. Potentially simple and reproducible test methods based on bulk resonator measurements have not, however, been accepted as industrial measurement tools, since most resonant techniques yield permittivity in the plane of the sample instead of the value of permittivity orthogonal to the surface of a thin substrate.
Nevertheless different methods for making microwave measurements of in-plane dielectric parameters of thin materials based on bulk resonators have been developed in many laboratories and the results widely published [1] [2] [3] [4] . The open hemispherical resonator [1, 2, 9] is one example of a very sensitive instrument for in-plane dielectric measurements of very low loss and flat specimens with diameters much greater than the wavelength. There are two problems with this approach: non-flatness of real samples and large resonator sizes, which limit the application of this technique for measurements in a wide temperature range. The cylindrical P H 01 cavity has been used by a few groups to measure both in-plane dielectric parameters for thin dielectric samples as well as surface resistance for ordinary metals and low-and high temperature superconductors [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, in order to measure accurately the surface resistance of the test sample, a significant difference between the ohmic loss in the sample metallisation and in the walls of the resonator should be provided. In the case of copper laminated PCB samples such a difference might be attained only if the temperature of the metallic (typically copper) resonator is kept considerably below the sample temperature.
Measurement techniques which use dielectric split-cavity resonators are well established for measuring the parameters of thin dielectrics because of the inherently high values of their quality factors. For instance a cylindrical δ
01
H dielectric split resonator [11] made from thermostable high permittivity ceramic has been successfully used for in-plane dielectric film measurements at frequencies below 10 GHz, but it was found unsuitable for measurements at higher frequencies due to increased radiative losses and tangent losses in ceramic materials. A full-model theory of split-cavity resonators including the effects of fringe fields at the gap in the cavity has been developed at NIST. Further details of this technique as well as of similar splitpost dielectric resonator (SPDR) techniques for the measurement of in-plane properties of thin dielectric materials is available in NIST review papers [4] .
Dielectric split-cavity resonators machined from sapphire can operate at much higher frequencies than those made from thermostable high permittivity ceramics. The sapphire disk "whispering gallery"
(WG) resonator [12] has a 0 Q about 40000 at room temperature for frequencies in the range of 40 GHz (wavelengths λ of about 8 mm). The typical diameter of a split-cavity sapphire resonator is about 1.5 λ .
Such resonators have been proposed for measuring free dielectric films [13] and have been successfully applied for the measurement of aluminum oxide film on aluminium substrates. There are two WG mode types: quasi-E (or HE ) and quasi-H (or EH ) with high a 0 Q for large azimuth mode index n >>1. They can be used for dielectric substrate measurements with orthogonal and tangential microwave E -fields respectively. Measurements of in-plane dielectric properties with a tangential microwave E-field using a sapphire disk "whispering gallery" resonator have already been demonstrated. However no significant advantages was found if compared to TE 01 split-cavity and split-post dielectric resonator techniques [4] .
In this paper we report on a successful project to measure the dielectric properties of thin films using the electric field component of an incident electromagnetic field which is orthogonal to the sample surface.
Our development of an automated test rig for the measurement of thin dielectric films was part of a programme of materials measurement research sponsored by the UK Department of Trade and Industry*.
Our goal was to evaluate both theoretically and experimentally the uncertainties of the sapphire disk modes. Acceptable accuracy of measurement was provided both for extremely thin substrates with a thickness down to 30 mm as well as for very thick substrates with a thickness exceeding 1mm. This became possible because the "whispering gallery" resonator achieves a substantial filling factor value even with very * Project 7.5 of the Characterisation and Performance of Materials Programme thin substrates. The high unloaded quality factor of the resonator also helps to measure accurately very small changes to the resonance frequency.
To the best of our knowledge our project presents the first demonstration of a simple method for measuring the dielectric properties of thin materials in a geometry with the electric field component orthogonal to the sample surface. It is these orthogonal components which are most important for designers of microwave circuits.
The only current standard methodology which makes possible measurements of dielectric properties of thin materials with the electric field component orthogonal to the sample surface is based on microstrip testing. As discussed above the microstrip method is labour intensive, requires considerable skill to implement and does not scale well above 10 GHz.
In contrast our technique can be easily scaled up for frequencies above 40 GHz and down for frequencies below 10 GHz. Our technique is particularly useful for measurements of microwave PCB materials, as there is no need for complex machining and no surface structures need be imaged. Because of its fundamental simplicity our method can be used non-destructively by relatively unskilled staff either in the laboratory or on the assembly line.
Also for the first time our test method allows the measurement of the effective microwave surface resistance of laminated metal at the interface between the laminated material and the dielectric material. This is possible because the electric field is applied orthogonally to the surface of the laminated sample.
Increased power losses associated with surface roughness have been studied theoretically [19] . It was shown that, once the skin depth becomes smaller than half of the effective length characterising the roughness of the surface, a significant increase of the power loss of the rough conductor would occur. This dependence saturates once the skin depth is smaller than a quarter of the effective roughness length. Thus an experimental value of deviation of the effective surface resistance of copper laminate from its value for a smooth surface could be used as a measure of the surface roughness.
Skin depth is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency and therefore the deviation of effective surface resistance of a rough conductor from a smooth conductor will significantly increase with increasing microwave frequency. For instance at 40 GHz the reference value for the copper skin depth is about 0.33 µm and so the surface resistance will be determined by the roughness with a typical scale of 0.7 µm and larger. Indeed our test measurements around 40 GHz have identified an almost five-fold variation of the copper surface resistance for microwave PCB materials provided by different suppliers.
The degree of surface roughness of the copper lamination is an important figure of merit for problems related to passive intermodulation at very large microwave power densities. It is well known that passive intermodulation is determined by the non-linearity of the material system at the interface between the copper film and the dielectric material. Such non-linearity is further enhanced in the presence of roughness as the local electric component of the electromagnetic field is significantly amplified near the points with large curvature on the rough conducting surface. Thus experimental values of surface resistance are important both for modelling the properties of integrated circuits and for qualifying particular PCB materials for high power applications.
A significant and universal problem with making dielectric measurements with an orthogonal field is the so-called "residual air-gap" which exists due to the micro-roughness at the contact between the flat resonator and the specimen surfaces. As a result an effective "residual air-gap" should be usually taken into consideration in the electrodynamic model of the measured structure. However with "nearly ideal" sapphire disk geometry and given the softness of the materials used for producing most microwave PCBs, this problem is almost eliminated as the residual air-gap is minimised by the application of force between the sapphire disks of the split dielectric resonator.
We took particular care to prepare "nearly ideal" dielectric resonators. Sapphire disks were cut from the same piece of a carefully oriented sapphire mono-crystal of very high chemical purity. The dimensions (diameter of 12.51 mm, height 2.54 mm) of both disks were identical to an accuracy of within 1 µm. The faces of each disk were parallel with an accuracy better than 1 micron across the disk's diameter. Surface roughness after polishing was reduced to 2 nm. The deviation from flatness of each surface was less than 0.5 micron across each disk's diameter. Both disks of the resonator were oriented using X-ray scattering azimutally to align both disks crystallographically in the plane of the disk's face. The axes of both disks were aligned mechanically with an accuracy better than few microns. As a result the problem of the "residual airgap" was significantly reduced even when the two disks were brought into contact without a "soft" dielectric film between them. Moreover, because these two disks in close mechanical contact constitute a near-perfect monolithic crystal, no measurable splitting of the resonance curves has been detected. It is well known that splitting of the resonance curve could result from the asymmetry of the dielectric disks in a split dielectric resonator. Such parasitic splitting could introduce a source of additional error in relation to measurements of very thin dielectric films. The sophisticated technology used for the preparation of the "near-ideal" disks of the sapphire split resonator helps to significantly reduce such problems.
Special care was also taken in the mechanical design of the test rig in order to allow measurements at variable temperatures. Because of the strong temperature dependence of sapphire permittivity [14] parasitic temperature gradients otherwise might influence the interpretation of the temperature dependence measurements of thin film dielectric properties.
In the next chapter we discuss the structure of the electromagnetic field in the resonator and the theoretical model used for calculating the microwave parameters for unclad and laminated substrates. In
Chapter 3 we present further details of the test rig design, the experimental procedures, and raw data processing. In Appendix A we present further details of the electromagnetic modelling of the sapphire disk "whispering gallery" resonator. Finally in Appendix B we give measurements results for a number of commonly-used microwave PCB materials in table form.
II. ELECTRODYNAMICS

A. MEASUREMENT STRUCTURE BASIC
Below we describe the resonance mode structure of a dielectric cylinder ( Fig.1a) with diameter a 2 and height L , which is separated from a metallic plane by a dielectric layer of height t and a gap of height d . If
is an even function of z , then the plane 0 = z (metallic surface) behaves as a so called "electric wall" for which the following boundary conditions are satisfied: 0
. The electrodynamic structure of the modes in such a case is equivalent to the modes of the split dielectric resonator with a dielectric layer of double height t 2 in the slot (Fig. 1b) . (2) is also shown; b) dielectric layer in the split dielectric resonator.
The relative permittivity of a dielectric resonator is characterised by a tensor which determines its electric properties, and by a scalar µ 1 for the magnetic properties. Symbols || and ⊥ are related to the components of $ ε 1 in the direction along the optical (geometrical) axis and in the plane perpendicular to this axis, respectively. We use ε µ 3 3 , for the isotropic dielectric layer, and ε µ 2 2 , for the ambient isotropic space, which includes both the top space (4) and the gap (2). We analyse the electromagnetic resonance modes by the method of approximate separation of variables with one-mode approximation of the fields at all fractional volumes of the resonator [9] . In this approach an electromagnetic field inside the resonator within the boundaries 
The boundary conditions E E 1 1
for inside (+) and outside (-) field components at
) define the equation of a circular "dielectric post resonator" with single axis anisotropy [15] : 
) the boundary conditions at
result in the characteristic equation [16] :
The set of Eqs. (1), (2) The schematic structure of electric and magnetic field for HE n11 resonant mode is shown in Fig. 2a . properly into account, the resonant frequencies will decrease and, hence, the models (1) and (2) -which do not take this into account -will overestimate values for ε . The dielectric sample volume outside the resonator is exposed to only a small part of the total electromagnetic energy. This enables one to correct the value of the dielectric constant by the perturbation method:
[ ] , , ϕ ("electric wall") in the symmetry plane of the single resonator.
B. DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY AND LOSS TANGENT MEASUREMENTS OF NONMETALLIC SUBSTRATES
For measurements of the dielectric permittivity and loss tangent of the substrate, the foil is removed from both sides of the microwave PCB sample. The sample (substrate) is clamped between the plates of the split dielectric resonator (Fig. 1b and Fig. 7a below) . In the experiment the values of the resonant frequencies of 
where P δ1 is a dielectric loss power in the resonator dielectric disks only; DR Q 0 is a partial quality factor of these disks; rad P is the radiant loss; rad Q is the radiant quality factor of the resonator. It is easy to satisfy the 
where
is a filling factor of the resonator. The value of E K 3 can be obtained from the value of the stored energy by integrating the field components over the corresponding volumes of the resonator:
where 
The quantity DR Q 0 in Eq. (5) is the unloaded quality factor of the resonator with a hypothetical sample, which has the dielectric permittivity of the real sample but has no loss ( 0 tan = δ ). The value DR Q 0 is close to the unloaded 00 Q of the split resonator without a sample and can be found from the equation: || are the components of the loss tangent tensor of sapphire in the direction of optic axis and in the plane perpendicular to this axis respectively.
Similarly to (6) and (7) are also usually satisfied.
C. SURFACE RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS UNDER DIELECTRIC
To measure the surface resistance S R of the metallic foil on its interface with the dielectric material, the disk (1) is pressed against unclad surface of the sample ( Fig. 1а and Fig. 7d below) . In order to determine S R we will use values of the filling factor E K 3 and the unloaded quality factor DR Q 0 of the resonator as well as δ tan of an unclad sample measured in accordance with the procedure described in the previous section.
Similarly to (4) and taking into account Eq. (5) the unloaded quality factor 
where σ Σ P is the total loss power;
is a partial Q factor due to ohmic loss in the metallic foil; σ P is an ohmic loss power, which is equal to
where τ H is the tangential component of the microwave magnetic field on the surface of the metal; S is the surface area at the interface between the metallic foil and the dielectric layer.
Total energy W Σ stored in the resonator can be found by integrating magnetic field energy in partial resonator volumes ( )
Neglecting the contribution of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field in Eq. (12) we get from Eqs.
(10), (11), (12) 
III. EXPERIMENT
A. MEASUREMENT CELL AND SETUP DESCRIPTION
A simplified schematic of the measurement cell is shown in Fig. 3 . A sample is placed between polished sapphire disks with diameter 12.51 mm and height 2.54 mm, which are arranged inside a thick-wall aluminium shield with inner diameter of 25 mm. The diameter of the shield was chosen to exclude any influence of the metal wall on either the resonant frequencies or the quality factors of the sapphire disks.
The aluminium shield is placed inside a thermal isolation chamber. The lower sapphire disk is attached to the post guide and clamped to the sample through the spring. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The procedure for taking measurements of dielectric constant, loss tangent and surface resistance of one-side laminated dielectric samples is described below. The measured frequencies f n 2 of the double resonator are significantly lower than corresponding frequencies f n 1 of the single one. The difference (f n 1 -f n 2 ) decreases when the azimuth number n increases.
For example, it is equal to 4406 MHz for n = 9 and 3637 MHz for n = 12. This approximately corresponds to the theoretical calculations for the double resonator. Results of theoretical calculations using Eqs. (1) and (2) are shown in Table 1 along with the measured resonant frequencies. In these calculations we used sapphire permittivities of = The procedure for the measurement of the dielectric constant and loss tangent of an unclad thin dielectric sample is described in parts A and B of Section II. Dielectric sheet samples used for measurements have planar dimensions 25x50 mm 2 , thickness up to 1mm and one-side copper laminated square surface of 25x25 mm 2 . The sample is held with force between the upper and lower resonators (Fig. 7a) providing the sapphire disks are in the centre of the square 25х25 mm 2 surface. 
When the sample is clamped inside the split dielectric resonator, the measured resonant frequencies 
HE
modes is almost independent for n ≥ 9 as shown in Fig.8 . Fig. 8 . Resonant spectra of a single resonator and dielectric sample RO3003x0.03".
Actually, using an approximate (with uncertainty of 20%) value of ε , which can be found from lowfrequency capacity measurements, from Eqs. (1) and (2) modes. Immediately after the measurement at a particular mode is finished, the resonance curve is fitted in order to obtain resonance frequency, loaded quality factor, coupling coefficient, and unloaded quality factor. If necessary, the coupling between the resonator and the microwave line is changed to obtain the optimal sensitivity. In such case measurements with a new coupling are repeated. Using Eqs. (1) - (9) Table 2 (Appendix B). Below the mean values of permittivity and loss tangent coefficients C ε =(dε/(ε⋅dt)) ⋅1000 and C δ =(dtanδ/(tanδ⋅dt)) ⋅1000 are shown. These values are introduced as correction coefficients describing the influence of the absolute uncertainty ∆t (in µm) in measurements of the thickness of the sample. The error for permittivity can then be found by the formula ∆ε/ε =C ε ⋅∆t/1000. Similarly the error in the loss tangent value is given by ∆tanδ/tanδ=C δ ⋅∆t/1000.
The test rig described above allows measurements to be performed at different temperatures. Such measurements are similar to those at room temperature. The only difference is that preliminary calibration of the resonance frequencies and quality factors of the single and double resonator are performed in the range of temperatures. The temperature is stabilised at exactly the same values for measurements with and without the sample, which helps to compensate almost completely for the temperature dependence of sapphire dielectric
properties. An example of temperature dependences obtained by this scheme for two samplesNY9220x0.01" and Tly5a0200 -is presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for the permittivity and tangent loss respectively. The method for making surface resistance R S measurements of the laminated dielectric samples is illustrated in Figs. 7b-7d. Two approaches are possible here: (i) direct measurements and (ii) measurements using calibrated reference copper foil. Let us consider them separately.
(i) The direct method of the surface resistance measurements is based on the calculation of R S using Eq. (13) . In this case the sample is placed into the resonator as shown in Fig. 7d and the quality factor 
Factor σ Q has appeared before as a denominator in the right side of Eq. (13) . It characterises an ohmic loss in the metal lamination at the interface with dielectric material. The geometric factor M in Eq. (13) is calculated numerically. The accuracy of the direct surface resistance measurements strongly depends on the thickness t and the dielectric losses in the substrate. To obtain reliable results by this method ohmic losses in the laminated metal must be comparable to dielectric losses. In case of copper foil the applicability criteria for direct measurements can be written as ) tan (
, where the thickness t of the substrate is expressed in µm.
In Table 2 (Appendix B) the R S data of RO3003x0.01", GIG M/L-2, NH9348ST0203CHCH, Rogers 3003, Rogers 5880, Sheldahl G2200x2mil and Sheldahl Comclad XFx10mil samples were obtained by direct measurements.
(ii) The second method to measure the surface resistance of laminated dielectric samples involves a few extra steps, which are shown in Figs. 7b-7d. These steps are described in more detail below:
1. The smooth copper metal foil is chosen as a reference. The surface resistance of the foil ) ( f R Sref (if unknown) is determined by measuring the quality factor of the upper resonator pressed against this foil (Fig.   7b ). Using measurements at the resonant frequencies of several
modes the surface resistance can be calculated as follows: 2. The reference foil is placed underneath the uncoated region of the dielectric sample, and they are held together between the disks of the split resonator (Fig. 7с ). The quality factors ( )
In contrast to Q σref determined during the first step, the quality factors Q ref in Eq. (16) determine the losses in the reference foil taking into account the electromagnetic field distribution in the structure of Fig. 7c .
3. The same distribution of the field occurs in the geometry shown in Fig. 7d . The quality factor σ Q related to the ohmic loss at the interface between the metal foil and the dielectric material is determined in accordance with Eq. (14) . The surface resistance S R of the metal foil at the resonant frequencies of
where the value Sref R of the reference foil measured at the first step is linearly approximated to the appropriate frequency of the third measurement step.
The advantage of this method (ii) in comparison with the direct one (i) is that the surface resistance S R does not depend on the calculation of the geometric factor M in Eq. (13) and, hence, the accuracy of method (ii) is higher, especially for thicker samples.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a novel technique for the measurement of the dielectric constant and loss tangent of dielectric substrates with reasonable accuracy for substrate thicknesses ranging from 10 to 1000 µm. For the first time a resonance technique with the electric field of electromagnetic radiation orthogonal to the surface of the substrate has been demonstrated. The high sensitivity for very thin samples is made possible by the high unloaded quality factor of the "whispering gallery" resonator and substantial filling factor value even at very small substrate thicknesses. The main inaccuracy for microwave measurements on thin dielectric films with our method is determined by the uncertainty in the sample's thickness. There are also no fundamental restrictions on the maximum substrate thickness except losses in the dielectric material. When the dielectric thickness increases, the measurement structure shown in Fig.1 gradually turns to single DR in the dielectric half-space. In such cases a single DR resonance spectrum represented in Fig.4 will just shift to lower frequencies. The contribution of the second substrate face will finally become negligible due to the exponential decay of the electromagnetic field in the substrate.
Experimental results do not show any influence of the "residual air-gap" problem, which is explained by the optical-quality sapphire polishing, elasticity or/and flatness of most of the samples, as well as by pressure applied between sapphire disks and the substrate. Nevertheless it was found that the measurement set-up is sensitive to contamination of the surface of the test samples. We have therefore to limit the presence of dust or fibres between the surfaces of the substrate and the sapphire disks. The value of the frequency of the resonant modes of the double sapphire resonator without a sample was used as a control parameter related to the sapphire face contamination. When necessary the faces of the split sapphire resonator were cleaned with special tissue. These peculiarities are inherently caused by the orthogonality of the electric field to the surface of the sample.
The method described also provides with reasonable accuracy measurements of the surface resistance of metal films. The presence of copper film in the resonator reduces the quality factor by an order of magnitude. , and = i 1, 2, 3, 4.
We look for the solutions of Eqs. (1), (2) in the form of: ).
The transverse components of the resonator field are connected with the longitudinal ones by means of wellknown relations [18] . The transverse mode field components will be expressed as: 
) cos( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
